Workshop Format
We’ll be going through these topics today:
– Installation
– Basic usage: common options/modes
– Interpreting HTML output
Feel free to jump in with questions or ask them the chat!
I recommend you open a browser to this page:
https://barricklab.org/breseq
You can click through the same results I will be viewing there.

used in several formats, allowing you to choose one
with your design needs.
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When is breseq the right tool?
Deatherage, D. E., Barrick, J. E. (2014) Identification of mutations in laboratoryevolved microbes from next-generation sequencing data using breseq.
Methods Mol. Biol. 1151: 165–188. https://doi.org10.1007/978-1-4939-0554-6_12

https://barricklab.org/breseq

https://github.com/barricklab/breseq

• You have short-read NGS resequencing data.
• Your reference genome is haploid.
– Bacteria, Archaea, Phages, Plasmids, Haploid yeast

• You expect few genetic differences from the
reference (a few to <1,000) in each sample.
• It’s important that you identify all mutations.
• You are comfortable with using the terminal a little.
– Changing directories, copying files, running a command
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Introductory Topics
– Installation
• Different methods
• Common problems

– Basic usage
• Most important options/modes
• Different types of reference files

breseq

– Interpreting HTML output
• Compare output generated using different options
• Understanding and evaluating predictions

Installing breseq
Like many bioinformatics
tools, breseq requires a
Unix-like environment
with a command line.
Linux and MacOS
• Open the terminal

Web-Base Galaxy Platform
• Available from the Galaxy Toolshed

Windows
• Install WSL (Windows
Subsystem for Linux).
Then you should be
able to follow the Linux
instructions!
• Also possible to use
Cygwin (but not as
straightforward)

Installing breseq
• Easiest way
– Install miniconda then

https://docs.conda.io/en/latest/miniconda.html

$ conda –c bioconda breseq

http://bioconda.github.io/index.html

• Harder way
– Download binary for Linux or MacOS X
– You must also install bowtie2 and R
– You need to set your $PATH

• Hardest way
– Download source code or clone GitHub repository
– Follow the instructions in the DEVELOPER text file
– Requires you to have a C++ compiler, dev version of libz with
headers, autoconf, automake, etc., installed.

Most Common Install Problems
• You get a message like this, or breseq has an error
because it can’t find an installed bowtie2 or R:
zsh: command not found: breseq
– One of these commands is not in your $PATH
– Great explanation if you don’t understand:
https://astrobiomike.github.io/unix/modifying_your_path

• You are on a computer cluster and get errors when
generating output plots or empty plots
– Installed R does not have graphics capability
– Try installing your own version (using miniconda, for
example) or ask the system administrator.

Crafting your breseq command
Basic breseq command
$ breseq –r reference.gbk reads_1.fastq reads_2.fastq
References (–r) can be in GenBank, GFF3, or FASTA format.
Multiple read files can be used. Paired/unpaired are treated the same.
Multiple reference files can be used:
-r genome.fasta –r plasmid.gff3
Read files can be gzipped: reads_1.fastq.gz
Speed up execution by using multiple threads: -j 8
View common options
$ breseq

View all options
$ breseq –h or $ breseq --help

Analysis modes
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Each mode has different assumptions/options.

Reference file considerations
• Microbes (<20Mb): download GenBank or GFF3
files with both DNA sequence and features.
• Important: having transposable elements
annotated leads to better predictions!
• What do I do if there is no reference?
– de novo assemble and annotate your own
– Recommendation:
– You may need to iteratively improve the assembly and
annotation to get the best results. You could use
gdtools APPLY (see advanced workshop).

Specifying reference sequences
You can have three types of references:
1. Normal (-r, --reference)
•

Call all kinds of mutations. Each sequence is a different episome.

2. Contig (-c, --contig-reference)
•

This is a de novo assembly. Treat all of the sequences in this file
as if they are from the same episome (e.g., one chromosome)

•

This improves calling deletions by uniformly assigning a readdepth of coverage across

3. Junction-only (-s, --junction-only-reference)
•

I am searching for where part of this sequence was inserted into
my genome. Don’t want breseq call mutations in this sequence.

•

Example: integration cassette / transposon

Read file considerations
Sequencing technology
– Can work with any FASTQ
– Best results with short-read data (< 1000 bases)
– Not appropriate for long-read data (Nanopore, PacBio, etc.) In this case,
you should de novo assemble and then compare assemblies.

Recommended depth of coverage
>40x for clonal samples
>120x for population samples
More coverage is unlikely to give improvements without error correction (ex:
molecular barcodes).

Adaptor and Barcode Removal
You must trim your reads to remove these!
Use fastp, trimmomatic, etc. You can evaluate reads with fastqc.
If you don’t clean this up, then they may result in reads not mapping (90% of
length must be covered by the read alignment by default).

Example breseq input/output
Let’s look at some results! https://barricklab.org/breseq

Summary
Statistics
Utilities to explore
output
You can run utility subcommands from inside the main output
directory of a breseq run. $ breseq --help
to see others.
$ breseq BAM2ALN
–o alignment.html
REL606:3483047-3483047

$ breseq BAM2COV
–o coverage.png
REL606:3480047-3486047

These can help with identifying copy number changes (e.g,
duplications) and understanding complex structural variation.

Clonal Sample Tutorial

Let us know how we can help!
These slides can be downloaded at http://barricklab.org/breseq
Post bug reports and issues on GitHub
Please check that you are using the newest breseq version first!
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